We show conduction bands of artificial gauge field assisted atom flow in triangle optical lattice. The conduction bands are result from periodicity boundary condition of artificial magnetic flux induced phases of atoms. The positions of conduction bands depend on geometry of the atom trajectory. We consider a cell of the triangle optical lattice which is a opened system connected to its environment of Fermion atom clouds. The chemical potentials of the atom clouds are the same and the atom flow is absolutely created by a clock laser induced spin-orbit coupling. Our results are important for the control of atom flow in quantum circuits.
s [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In the long coherent atom-light interaction, energy and momentum conservation cause observable nonequilibrium atom flow due to SOC. The narrow linewidth clock transition between a particular ground |g and excited states |e would be accompanied by momentum change of atoms with maximum value 2π /λ C ( is Plank constant, λ C wave length of the clock laser). Atom transport effects using the clock transition in synthetic space in one dimensional optical lattice are studied in previous [2, 5, 7, 8, 20, 21] . One problem is what would be happened when atom trajectory in the optical lattice is not infinitely long line.
In the letter, we consider tunneling of cold atoms through a few coupled optical traps. In this case, we encounter a boundary condition of the system. the boundary condition is that atoms move a round a closed trajectory in the optical lattice its phase would be integer times of 2π, and in our system it is always Zero.
Our system is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Three optical traps are arranged in a triangle geometry and not on a line. Atom tunneling is allowed between neighboring traps [21] [22] [23] , and forms a closed trajectory of the atom transport. This ring is an opened system with each optical trap couples to an atomic bath. The atomic bath can be treated as cold atom clouds or rest part of the atoms in a large triangle optical lattice. Atoms are in or out from the atom bath and initially one can suppose the three optical traps are empty. We consider Fermion cold atom 173 Y b with the ground state g = 1 S 0 and the matastable state e = 3 P 0 . This two states allow optical clock transition with a coherent life time of 20 s. Our clock laser is at the wave length λ C = 578 nm and the laser for optical potential is at wave length λ L = 759 nm. We assume only one atom is allowed to occupy each optical trap at a time due to atom-atom interactions. Therefore, interactions between two atoms are not considered here. In most of the previous artificial gauge field assisted systems, the cites of optical lattice are always arranged in the one line with a definite laser-lattice angle θ [2] . However, in our model the positions of optical lattice cites are not in one line. The atom trajectory is in a two dimensional plane and atom can move along a real closed way. The synthetic dimension of the system that created by the clock laser is in the third dimension of the system(See Fig. 1) . However, the artificial magnetic flux would be not linearly changed between the neighboring vortexes, since the angles between clock laser propagation and atom tunneling direction is different for neighboring vortexes.
From atom 1 to atom 2, atom 2 to atom 3 and atom 3 to atom 1, we have the laser angles θ 1 , θ 2 and θ 3 , where Fig. 1 ), respectively. Then the corresponding synthetic magnetic flux is
The artificial magnetic flux in every closed synthetic trajectory is φ 1 = φ 3 + ϕ 1 , φ 2 = φ 1 + ϕ 2 , and φ 3 = φ 2 + ϕ 3 , respectively. This is the key formulas in the paper which indicate the particular phase relation between neighboring optical traps. The phase difference of the closed tunneling system satisfy a periodicity condition which is different from the phase relations in the infinite long optical lattice chain [5, 7, 8, 21] . In principle, the periodicity condition should be φ 3 = 2nπ, where n is any integer number. Interestingly, this condition is satisfied naturally in the system with φ 3 = 0.
Between the neighboring two leads, a vortex is created in synthetic dimension of the optical lattice. A clock laser induced synthetic dimension to the atoms trapped in the optical traps. The tunneling between two optical traps and optical coupling of the internal atomic states forms a vortex with effective phase φ. This vortex leads to pure current of the atoms. There are three poles connected to three atomic cloud. Transport properties of the atoms through the tree poles can be controlled by the artificial gauge field and other parameters of the system.
At current operating temperatures, T ∼ µK, the population of higher axial bands is negligible ( 5percent).
To give a quantitative description to the model, we use the following Hamiltonian
The first term is Hamiltonian of atoms bounded in the three optical traps,
Where, energy of these atoms in the optical traps consists of two parts, ǫ α,s = V α + E s with α = 1, 2, s = g, e. V 1 and V 2 are two lowest bounding energy of atoms, they related to the depth of optical potential. E g and E e are energy of electron transition in the atoms that coupled to the clock laser. a j,α,s (a † j,α,s ) is annihilation (creation) operator of atoms in the j optical trap. The second and third term of H describe tunneling of the atoms between neighboring traps and the clock laser coupling to the atoms. The tunneling amplitudes are described by t j . The serial number j satisfies j + 1 = 1 when j = 3. A clock light of frequency ω c is interacting with the single atoms with the Rabi frequency Ω. The frequency of optical field is very fast at the visible light frequency, therefore we take the rotating wave approximation for the atom-field interactions. The atomic leads are described by the Hamiltonian of free atomic gas
Here, a j,s,k (a † j,s,k ) is annihilation (creation) operator of the atoms in the atom leads j. Energy of these atoms can be written as ε s,k = V k + E s , where V k is the energy about atom motion in the potential that bounds the atomic gas. k is wave number of an atom wave function.
Using the Markovian approximation to the coupling between system and atomic clouds, we obtain the following master equation for the atom-light opened system [24] ,
where ∆ = ε e − ε g − ω c is decoupling of the clock field from the two states of atoms. The Fermi-Dirac distribution function of the Fermi atoms is written as
. Here, µ j is the chemical potential of the atom lead j = 1, 2, 3. Energy of system satisfy
There is three Fermion atomic leads (denoted by j = 1, 2, 3, respectively). We set chemical potentials of these atomic leads are the same, µ 1 = µ 2 = µ 3 . Therefor it is confirmed that non equilibrium state would not be caused by the chemical potential.
We take atom tunneling rates as J = 2π × 300Hz and optical Rabi frequency as Ω = 2π × 590Hz, ∆ = 2 × J, T = 0.5 × J and Γ = J, which are based on the recent experiment [2] .
Here, we use polar coordinates and take the direction of clock laser which is acting on the triangular optical lattice as the coordinate axis. In the coordinate system of experiment, we can change the angle of the clock laser in the clockwise direction. However, in the coordinate system of the the clock laser, the atomic optical lattice rotates in the anti-clockwise. We define the rotation direction of the atomic lattice in the coordinate system of the clock laser as θ.
Current of the neutral atomic can be excited by the artificial gauge field that created with the clock laser field on two level atoms [2, 6, 8] . We show that particle flow can also be observed in the closed path of optical lattice.
As the most simple model, triangular lattice is considered in our work. Our interest is the three optical traps that forms a smallest unit of the regular triangle lattice. These three optical traps coupled to three atomic leads would consist of a quantum device works like an audion. The system has two rotation symmetry in the plan of the triangle, one is for the rotation of 360
• , another is for the rotation of 120
• . Therefore, the current configuration of the audion has a period for every 360
• rotation of the clock laser as shown in Fig. 2 . At the same time, the current configuration of the audion also has three periods in the regime of 0
• ∼ 360
• . However, I 1 , I 2 and I 3 have different behavior in the three period zone of 0
• ∼ 120 • , 120
• ∼ 240
• and 240
• . In Fig. 2 , we illustrate the current states of atoms in the fist period zone 0
• ∼ 120 • , denoting the corresponding laser directions. There are altogether six different states which are depend on the angle of clock laser acting on the atomic system. Without considering the direction of the triangle system, we have two kinds of current style in fact, first is one in-pole and two out pole; second two in-pole and one out-pole.
In the triangle configurations, every neighboring pair atoms form a closed circle with the synthetic dimension for artificial gauge field. There for every side has a vertex which cause atom transitions in the circle of the synthetic dimension. And this vortex lead to a particular spin-orbit coupling for each neighboring atoms which is different from other two pair atoms. There are three different spin-orbit coupling for three atom pair. They lead to non-equilibrium atom flow in the closed trajectory of the triangle optical lattice. The atomic audion is remarkably related to the decoupling of the laser. The current direction would be changed when the decoupling is tuned from red to blue or conversely. For some particular laser direction, such as θ = 0
• , 60
• , 120
• , we always have exactly the same current of two pole for any decoupling ∆. Atomic currents for other parameters such as the Rabi frequency Ω, atom tunneling strength J and system-lead coupling strength Γ are illustrated, respectively. Since atom current is related phase of the wave functions, it it sensitive to the coherent couplings. When these four parameters are similar, we have remarkable current. However, When one of the parameters is too small or too big, the current would be suppressed.
When we shut one of the three poles of the system, the other two poles work as a diode as shown in Fig. 2 . The atom flow direction depends on the angle at which the clock laser acting on the atoms.
The optical traps can be realized in experiment in which a few atoms are bounded [6] . This model should be used for other similar Fermion neutral atoms with long time clock transitions.
In conclusions, atom flow can be created using a artifi- cial gauge field and the direction of current on the three poles can be controlled by tuning the angle of the clock laser. The system of controllable atom flow in three direction works as an audion and may important for the study of quantum atomic devices. 
